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Summary. Protein turnover, defined as the degradation and replacement of proteins,
appears to vary between most adult species in the same way as metabolic rate, i.e. as WO.75,
although it may be a little lower in man. During development in the rat it also varies as

metabolic rate. Thus P Total = 14.7 Wkg’ per day. Most of this turnover occurs in non-

muscle tissues (P = 11.3 Wkg per day) with protein turnover in muscle described

by P = 3.53 Wkg per day. Mechanisms for protein degradation in liver and muscle
involve lysosomes although the morphology of the lysosomal system in muscle is different
from that in liver. However, heterogeneous turnover is a feature of proteins in both
tissues including the principal myofibrillar proteins. While the reaction order of protein
synthesis can reasonably be described as zero order -a fixed rate per unit of DNA&horbar;there
is less certainty about degradation. It is postulated that structural and functional characte-
ristics of the cytoplasm of cells determine the accessibility of cellular protein to the degrad-
ing system. As a result, a first order rate for a particular cell type is fixed, and this deter-
mines the magnitude of the protein-DNA ratio or the functional-cell size. The first order
degradation rate of the cytoplasmic protein also determines the specific activity of the

degrading enzymes.

Introduction.

Protein turnover is a phenomenon common to most cells and comprises 2 pro-
cesses : protein degradation and protein synthesis. It can be argued that any exami-
nation of protein turnover should start with the process of protein degradation since it
is this process which creates the need for protein resynthesis and results in the pheno-
menon of protein turnover. The study of protein degradation however is complicated
by the fact that in comparison to protein synthesis, its mechanism is less well understood
and its rate is more difficult to measure. This is particularly true for those of us inte-
rested in the regulation of protein turnover in vivo. Probably the only method available
to assess the rate of protein degradation in the whole body or in individual tissues in
vivo is the indirect one of calculating degradation as the difference between measured
rates of protein synthesis and net change in protein mass. This is the replacement rate
of protein synthesis, and there is no inherant reason why this calculation should not
be accurate as long as the measurements of protein synthesis and rates of net change



in protein mass are accurate. This method does have the advantage of providing a
complete description of the process of protein turnover. However, there can be diffi-
culties in terminology as a result of this approach because the method measures only
the replacement rate of protein synthesis and, although this is equal to the rate of
degradation, it is obviously a different process. In this paper the problem will be solved
by the use of the general term « protein turnover» which is defined as the replace-
ment rate of protein. In growing animals this is equal to the rate of protein degradation
and less than the rate of protein synthesis, but in animals losing protein the rate of
protein turnover will be equal to the rate of protein synthesis and less than the rate of
protein degradation.

The extent of protein turnover in the whole body.

Two important questions which can be asked about the extent of protein turnover
are how: does it vary between species, and how does it change within a species during



development ? As far as the first of the questions is concerned, several reviewers have
concluded that in mature animals the rate of protein turnover is a constant function
of body weight to the power 0.75 (i.e. WO.75) (Waterlow, Garlick and Millward, 1978 ;
Garlick, 1980 ; Reeds and Lobley, 1980). This means that protein turnover varies
between species in the same way as the metabolic rate. A collection of data is shown
in table 1a. When this data is examined more closely however it would appear that the
value for man is lower than that for other species both smaller and larger. However
the data for farm animals is still rather limited. It would be very surprising if such
factors as the presence of the rumen and milk production did not affect whole body
turnover.

The way in which protein turnover changes during development in the rat is

shown (for one strain) in table 1b. These results are derived from measurements of the
whole body tyrosine flux obtained with the constant infusion method (Waterlow,
Garlick and Millward, 1978). They are quite similar to those reported by Reeds and
Lobley (1980).

At weaning, the whole body turnover rate is very high (43 p. 100 per day) and
falls to only 12.6 p. 100 per day at 1 year of age. The mechanism of these changes, in
terms of variation of the rate in the different tissues and organs of the body, is not well
documented. As a first step in explaining the pattern of developmental changes, the
rate for the whole body can be divided into two compartments of muscle and non-
muscle tissues, since there is good data on the changes in muscle protein turnover
during development.

The data in table 16 shows that in the rat most of the protein turnover occurs in
non-muscle tissues (i.e. about 80 p. 100), and this does not change much throughout
development. A more precise analysis of the relationship between protein turnover
in these two compartments and body weight can be done by examining the relationship
on a double-log basis. Because this is linear, this means that protein turnover (P) is

related to body weight (W) according to the equation P = aWb, where a and b are
constants. Thus protein turnover in the whole body, muscle and non-muscle is related
to body weight according to the equations

PTotai = 14.7 Wkg g protein/day
PNon-muscie = 11.3 W:g5o g protein/day
PMusele - 3.53 Wkg9 g protein/day

This means that with increasing body size during development the fall in the

intensity of whole body protein turnover (i.e. the rate per unit body weight) is more

marked than the fall with increasing body size of mature animals of different species.
This is also true of developmental changes in metabolic rate. It was shown many years
ago that in the pig, fasting heat production varies as Wo!SS (Breirem, 1939) and, in
man between 10-70 kg body weight, the resting metabolic rate reported by Talbot
(1938) can be shown to vary as WO.59.

There are two possible explanations for these developmental changes in the

intensity of protein turnover in the whole body. Changes can occur in body composition
affecting the relative amounts of tissues and organs with different turnover rates, and
changes can occur in the rate within individual tissues and organs with development.



In muscle developmental changes in the rate of protein turnover have been demons-
trated in lambs (Arnal, Ferrara and Fauconneau, 1976); chicks (Narayan and Eapen
1974 ; Maruyama, Sunde and Swick, 1978) as well as in the rat (Millward et al., 1975).
The pattern of this developmental change may vary between muscles and the rate in
individual muscles at maturity varies, being highest in slow contracting red muscles
(Millward, 1980b). In the rat (table 1b) the developmental fall in total muscle protein
turnover reflects the combination of a marked fall in the rate of turnover (from 22 to
4.6 p. 100 d-1) and an increase in the relative amount of muscle tissue protein (from
27 to 59 p. 100 of total body protein). Thus during development, the fall in the overall
rate of muscle protein turnover per unit body weight is less than the fall in the intensity
(i.e. the fractional rate) in the individual muscle.

In contrast, in the non-muscle compartment the development fall in the overall
rate of protein turnover is more marked than the fall in the intensity (from 51 to 24 p.100
d-1) in this compartment because in this case the relative size of the compartment falls
during development (from 73 to 43 p. 100 of total body protein). Thus the mechanism
of the developmental changes are different within the two compartments. However,
there is not much information about changes in the relative organ sizes and rates of
protein turnover in individual non-muscle tissues which together make up this compart-
ment. What data there is would suggest that developmental changes in the rate of
protein turnover in liver and kidney are minimal, and that in brain the rate falls by
40 p. 100 between 100 and 700 g body weight (Waterlow, Garlick and Millward, 1978).
This it is possible that the 50 p. 100 fall in intensity of protein turnover in the non-muscle
compartment could reflect changes in the relative amount of individual organs rather
than changes within organs. Obviously more information is needed.

The nature of protein degradation in the tissues.

a) Mechanism of degradation in liver and muscle.

The detailed mechanisms by which active proteins are degraded to individual
amino acids has proved to be very difficult to determine, although as a result of consi-
derable effort over the last decade possible mechanisms are beginning to emerge
(Goldberg and Dice, 1974 ; Goldberg and St John, 1976 ; Ballard, 1977 ; Water low,
Garlick and Millward, 1978 ; Dean, 1980 ; Millward, 1980b). The process is best
understood in liver and a scheme for degradation involving the lysosome is shown
in figure 1. The experimental work on which this scheme is based is described
in full eleswhere (Millward, 1980b). The scheme allows for specific and non-specific
innactivating mechanisms which direct proteins towards the lysosome which they
enter through a mechanism of micropinocytosis. Thus heterogeneity of turnover
is achieved through a combination [of the various innactivating mechanisms and

through variability in the binding affinity of individual protein subunits with the

lysosomal membrane. While all now accept the importance of the lysosome in

hepatic protein degradation, the major arguments concern the nature and extent

of non-lysosomal systems (Ballard, 1977). A possible component of the non-lysosomal
system is the alkaline protease descrived by De Martino and Goldberg (1979).

In skeletal muscle much less is known. However there is sufficient information



to suggest that in several respects the degradative system is similar to that of the liver.
The soluble proteins show the same relationship between various physicochemical
properties and their degradation rate as observed in liver and other tissues (Millward,
1980b). Thus large, acidic, hydrophobic proteins tend to be degraded more rapidly.
The extent to which individual proteins of the myofibril turnover at different rates
remains controversial. Thus many studies indicate heterogeneity of turnover with actin n
generally (though not always) being slower than myosin (Waterlow, Garlick and Mill-
ward, 1978). However, recently Lobley and Lovie (1979) argued that the apparent
heterogeneity of turnover of myofibrillar proteins was an artefact of imperfect metho-
dologies and that actin and myosin synthesis rates are the same. However, in this

study the authors measured relative synthesis rates in growing animals (rabbits), and
there is evidence that relative synthesis rates of protein tend to be similar when

growth is occurring (in the fed state), even when differences are apparent in the steady



state (after an overnight fast ; Bates and Millward, 1978). Our own measurements of
actin and myosin heavy-chain turnover in the rat indicate that actin is replaced at a
much slower rate than myosin heavy-chain (table 2). Also in smooth muscle actin

appears to be degraded more slowly than the overall rate of degradation (Millward et
al.,1980). Thus the case for heterogeneity of turnover of myofibrillar proteins is strong.

Another similarity between the degradative system in muscle and in liver is the

involvement of the acid proteinases, particularly cathepsin B and D (Bird et al., 1980).
As well as the fact that these proteases have been visualized in muscle cell lysosomes
(Bird et at., 1980), their relative specific activities in different muscle types vary in the
same way as the overall degradation rates (Millward, 1980b). Furthermore, marked
changes in the acid proteinase activities occur when changes in muscle protein degra-
dation occur. Some examples are given in table 3 (Rosochacki and Millward, unpu-
blished information).

One possible difference between muscle and other tissues is the potential involve-
ment of calcium in the regulation of degradation through the calcium-activated neutral
protease (CAF) (Bird et al., 1980 ; Millward, 1980b). This enzyme appears to initiate
disruption of the myofibrillar matrix when calcium levels are abnormally high in

injured or pathological muscle. This is achieved by removal of the Z-disc possibly by
degrading a protein which is involved with the «-actinin in the Z-disc. There is as yet
no evidence that this enzyme is involved in normal muscle degradation. Furthermore,
the activity in different muscles does not vary with the degradation rate, being higher
in the slow turning-over posterior latissimus dorsi muscle than in the fast turning-
over anterior latissimus dorsi (Millward, 1980b).

Another difference between the degradative process in muscle and that in liver
is the morphology of the lysosomal system. Most authors agree that, apart from the
cytoplasm immediately adjacent to the nuclei on the periphery of the myofibre,
conventional lysosomes are seldom observed within the intermyofibrillar space. Indeed
some investigators report they have never observed them (Christie and Stoward, 1977).



Recent measurements of the localisation of acid phosphatase (Christie and Stoward,
1977 ; Trout, Stauber and Schottelius, 1979 ; Cambell, 1979) appear to indicate that
this enzyme, usually accepted as a constituent of lysosomes, is distributed throughout
the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Thut it is possible that in contrast to the liver, where lyso-
somal hydrolases synthesized on ribosomes bound to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
are transferred to discrete lysosomes through the ER-Golgi system, muscle hydrolases
may be discharged after synthesis into specialised parts of the sarcoplasmic reticulum.
Ifthis is the case, then the role of the sarcoplasmic reticulum in muscle must be extended
to include protein degradation (as well as its role in the regulation of cytoplasmic
calcium concentration).

Any mechanism of myofibrillar degradation must therefore take into account
both the heterogeneity of myofibrillar degradation and an intermyofibrillar location
of the degradation system. A recent proposal is shown in figure 2 (Millward, 19806).

Individual protein subunits of the myofilaments continously exchange with each other.
Those on peripheral myofilaments are most likely to interact with the degradative
system located in the intermyofibrillar space where they can be degraded. At the same
time, new proteins on ribosomes in the intermyofibrillar space can be added to myofi-
laments initially on the myofibrillar-periphery (Morkin, 1970). These eventually become
distributed throughout the myofibrillar matrix. The experimental evidence on which
this is based is discussed in Millward (1980b).



b) Regulation of the rate of protein degradation.
As far as muscle is concerned, the regulation of degradation in response to changes

in nutritional and hormonal factors and to exercise has recently been reviewed
(Millward et al., 1980a). Here the problem is to account for the differences in the rates
in various mature muscles, the changes which occur during development in muscle,
and why the rate should be generally lower in muscle than in other tissues such as the
liver.

In general there are two mechanisms by which changes in the rate of degradation
can occur. A change can occur in either the capacity or activity of the degrading sys-
tem or in the susceptibility of the substrate. As far as the first of these possibilities is

concerned, there are numerous examples of changes in the morphology and osmotic
fragility of lysosomes in liver in a variety of conditions (Mortimore, 1980), and changes
have been observed in the concentration of proteinases in muscle as shown in table 3

(Rosochacki and Millward, 1979 ; Millward et al., 1980a). This would imply that the
machinery of protein degradation is responsive to regulatory factors. Different con-
centrations of proteinases would appear to be responsible for the differences in the
rates in-different muscle types (Millward, 1980b). Judging by the developmental fall in
the activity of alkaline phosphatase in muscle, the specific activity of the degrading
system would also appear to be responsible, at least in part, for the changes in degra-
dation during development (Cambell, 1980).

As far as the susceptibility of the substrate to the degradative system is concerned,



this is not easy to measure. Because protein degradation is increased in growing
muscles during normal growth (Millward et al., 1975) or induced hypertrophy (Laurent
and Millward, 1980), it has been postulated that the increase in the number and size
of myofibrills alters the susceptibility of the contractile protein, increasing the rate of
degradation by some as yet not understood mechanism. This increased degradation
has been called « wastage » (Laurent and Millward 1980 ; Millward, 1980a).

It has also been argued that he higher degradation rate in a tonic muscle, such
as the anterior latissimus dorsi muscle of the fowl, may reflectthe factthat in this muscle
the myofibrillar structure is « looser» (Page, 1969) making it more susceptible to
degradation than the posterior latissimus dorsi muscle (Laurent, Sparrow and Mill-
ward, 1978). Thus the characteristic structure and function of the myofibrillar matrix
would in some, as yet poorly defined, way determine its susceptibility to degradation.

The problem in understanding the differences in the rates of degradation bet-
ween muscles becomes one of deciding whether the relative specific activity of the
degrading system or the relative susceptibility of the substrate is the determining factor.
This problem is an important one because it relates to the question of the kinetic
order of the process of protein degradation at the level of the whole cell.

As far as the turnover of individual proteins is concerned, it has long been argued
(Schimke, 1970) that protein synthesis is a zero order process (i.e. occurring at a fixed
absolute rate, S), protein degradation is a first order process (i. e. occurring at a
fixed fractional rate, kd, so that the absolute rate varies with the mass of the protein)
and that the amount of the protein (M) is determined according to the equation

It has been suggested that we can use a similar expression to describe the amount
of protein associated with each diploid nucleus, i.e. the protein-DNA ratio (Millward,
1978 ; Waterlow, Garlick and Millward, 1978 ; Millward 1980a). Measurements of
the rate of protein synthesis in different muscles and in the liver indicate that, although
the fractional rates vary, the rate of synthesis per unit of DNA is not significantly
different between different muscles and, more importantly, not very different in liver.
As a result, the concept has been developed of « nuclear management » of an amount
of cytoplasm through this fixed rate of protein synthesis. It is probably most appro-
priate to refer to the protein-DNA ratio as the « functional cell size » since this avoids
the problem resulting from the fact that, in muscle, the morphologically defined cell
is multinucleate and, in liver, many hepatocytes are polyploid. In other words, Cheek’s
DNA-unit (Cheek et al., 1971) is extended to all cell types and is redefined as the
« functional cell size » which is the amount of cytoplasmic protein managed by each
diploid nucleus. If protein synthesis is zero order at the level of the functional cell -a a
fixed rate per unit DNA (Sn)-then the functional cell size (Mn) would be determined
by the degradation rate if it was a first-order process (kd)

Our measurements in the rat and fowl (Waterlow, Garlick and Millward, 1978 ;
Millward, 1980a) indicate that for tissues which contain relatively few inactive cell



types, such as skeletal muscle and liver, the relationship holds (except that Sn is

higher in fowl than in rat, probably as a result of a higher body temperature in the
fowl - Laurent, Sparrow and Millward, 1978).

As discussed above, this relationship depends crucially on the kinetic order of the
reactions of protein synthesis and degradation and, while zero order protein synthesis
is conceptually a reasonable assumption, the order of the degradation reaction is more
equivocal. Thus some characteristic of the cytoplasmic protein as a whole must deter-
mine its susceptibility to degradation. This characteristic may be the particular cyto-
plasmic structure. For example, a major difference between a muscle cell and a hepa-
tocyte is the fact that in muscle 70 p. 100 of the cytoplasmic protein is tightly bound
within the myofibril. This is true for not only contractile proteins but also for proteins
such as aldolase which is bound to the thin filament (Walsh et al., 1980). Assuming,
that the degrading system is part of the sarcoplasmic reticulum in the intermyofibrillar
space, there is a separation of substrate and degrading system, and factors which
affect the binding of individual proteins to the myofibril would regulate this separa-
tion. In contrast, in liver there is no obvious separation of substrate and degrading
system. On the contrary, given the continuous secretion of plasma proteins and uptake
of proteins through endocytosis, there is continuous mixing or stirring of the cytoplasm.
This is evident through membrane recycling (Tulkens, Schneider and Trouet, 1978 ;
Millward, 1980b). Such a cytoplasmic mixing would increase the frequency of interac-
tion of substrate and degrading system.

Thus the management by the nucleus of its functional cell would involve protein
synthesis, occurring at a rate determined primarily by the amount of translational
apparatus (eg. number of ribosomes, etc.), and protein degradation, occurring at a
rate fixed by two factors, the amount and activity of the degradative system (the capa-
city for degradation), and the characteristic structure and function of the cytoplasm
which determines the access or susceptibility of the protein to the degrading system.
This latter factor determines a first-order rate so that during mitosis in liver or follo-
wing the insertion of a new nucleus from a satellite cell in muscle, the functional cell
size increases until the capacity for degradation is reached. In this way the concentra-

tion of the degrading system will be determined by the characteristics of the cellular
structure and function. Thus the « proteolytic environment» or concentration of
proteinases, previously described as the overall determinant of the rate of degradation
in the cell (Waterlow, Garlick and Millward, 1978) would in this new model be deter-
mined by the overall degradation rate and not be a determinant of it. Of course, this
emphasis on the cytoplasmic structure and function as a primary determinant of the
overall degradation rate of a cell does not preclude regulatory changes in the activity
of the degrading system which could then alter functional cell size. Furthermore, the
actual structural and functional characteristics which determine the susceptibility of
the cytoplasmic protein to degradation, particularly in muscle, have yet to be identi-
fied. This is an important task for the future.

Conclusions.

This paper has considered protein turnover both descriptively and from a more
theoretical speculative aspect. In fact, the amount of firm experimental data on which



each of these two aspects have been made is still very limited. However, data collec-
tion, which is still the major activity of those of us involved in the study of protein
turnover, is of little value unless it can be’gathered together in a rational way so that
the biological phenomenon of protein turnover can be fully understood. It is hoped that
the ideas expressed here help in that understanding.
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Clermont-Ferrandl Theix, 22-23 mai 1980.
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Résumé. Le renouvellement des protéines (R), résultat de la dégradation et du rempla-
cement des protéines, varie dans la plupart des espèces adultes comme le poids métabolique
(P°,75), bien qu’il soit peut-être légèrement plus faible chez l’homme. Au cours du développe-
ment du rat il varie aussi comme l’intensité du métabolisme (R total = 14,7 P°,53 kg par
jour). La majeure partie de ce renouvellement des protéines a lieu dans les tissus autres que
le muscle (R = 11,3 P°!5° kg par jour) alors que la valeur du renouvellement des protéines
musculaires est de 3,53 PO,69 kg par jour. Les mécanismes de la dégradation des protéines
dans le foie et le muscle impliquent les lysosomes bien que la morphologie du système lyso-
somal musculaire soit différente de celle du foie. Cependant, un renouvellement hétérogène
des protéines est une propriété des protéines de ces deux tissus, y compris les principales
protéines myofibrillaires. Tandis que la synthèse des protéines peut être raisonnablement
décrite par une réaction d’ordre « zéro » (une vitesse constante par unité de DNA) il y a
moins de certitude pour la dégradation. Il est postulé que les caractéristiques structurales
et fonctionnelles du cytoplasme des cellules déterminent l’accessibilité des protéines cellu-
laires au système de dégradation. Le résultat est une réaction d’ordre « un » pour un type
cellulaire particulier et ceci détermine la taille du rapport protéine/DNA, c’est-à-dire la
taille de la cellule « fonctionnelle ». La vitesse de dégradation d’ordre « un » des protéines
cytoplasmiques détermine l’activité spécifique des enzymes de dégradation.
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